
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

COMPANY PROFILE 

Langlade Springs provides high 

quality natural alkaline mineral 

spring water to customers through 

private label and branded programs. 

Centrally located in Northern Wis-

consin, we manufacture and bottle 

right at the source to ensure ease   

of shipping across the U.S. and   

internationally. 

 

PREMIUM PURE WATER 

Our water offers a refreshing taste 

with one of the highest natural 7.8+ 

pH factors available, so it’s naturally 

healthy. Ice Age glaciers created the 

aquifer that produces our water. 

Springs are monitored constantly to 

ensure initial water purity remains 

unchanged. Inside our plant, water is 

UV treated and micron filtered to 

ensure the highest quality level. 

 

PRIVATE LABEL SPECIALISTS 

Complete cold-fill custom mixing, 

private label and co-packing capabil-

ities allow us to package specialty 

water or beverages by the truckload. 

Customers can choose from multiple 

sizes of single serve 100% recycla-

ble PET bottles as well as eco-

friendly RPET and ENSO™ bio-

degradable options. 

 

CONTACT: 

Langlade Springs LLC 

920-915-4813 

customwater@langladesprings.com 

 

Langlade Springs Introduces H20 on Demand 

 

July 31, 2014 — Polar, WI  

 
Langlade Springs’ new H20 on Demand program provides custom 
bottled water where, when and how business owners want it.  Per-
sonalized bottled water is a great marketing tool, whether used for 
giveaway or for resale. H20 on Demand makes it cost effective 
and easy to manage a custom bottled water program with three 
key benefits. 
 

 Huge savings with truckload pricing—the initial investment is  

      the minimal cost to design and print bottled water labels 

 Space savings with delivery by the pallet—custom water can 
be ordered when it’s needed, then made to order and shipped 
in just the amount of pallets needed 

 Control cash flow—water is paid for when it’s ordered, not in 

advance 

 
Langlade Springs provides high quality natural alkaline mineral 
spring water to customers through private label and branded     
programs across the U.S. and internationally. Centrally located in 
Northern Wisconsin, Langlade Springs manufactures and bottles 
specialty water and beverages right at the single source.  

For more information, visit http://www.langladesprings.com/co-
packing/h20-on-demand/ 
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